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THE THEORIES OF HEARING.1

BY ALBERT A. GRAY, M.D.,

Aural Surgeon to the Victoria Infirmary, Glasgow.

AFTER showing slides representing the anatomy of the internal ear
and describing the acoustical aspect of the subject, the lecturer
proceeded:

We have seen that analysis of compound tones does under
many circumstances take place, and when we come to consider
how and where this analysis occurs we find that physiologists are
divided into two main sections. First, those who hold that no \\
analysis takes place in the ear at all but that the whole process is
performed by the brain. The first to suggest this theory was
Rinne,2 not Rutherford 3 as is commonly supposed in this country,
and as he himself claimed. Put as briefly as possible this explana-
tion is as follows : The basilar membrane responds practically
equally to all notes vibrating throughout in exactly the same
manner as the tympanic membrane. The vibrations are trans-
mitted to the terminations of the auditory nerve and are sent up
to the brain to be analysed there. In the year 1886 the late

Abstract of a lecture delivered before the Medico-Chirurgical Society of the
University of Glasgow, December 1, 1904.

: Zeitschr.f. Rat. Med. Drit. Reihe, Bd. xxiv, s. 12.
Rep. Brit. Assoc, London, 1886, and Journ. Anat. and Physxol., vol. xxi, p. 166.
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Professor Rutherford put forth the same theory, unaware that it
had been suggested by Rhine and Voltolini.1

The chief objections to this theory are: (1) It does not account
for the complicated structure of the cochlea and of the anatomie.il
peculiarities regarding the length of the fibres of the basikr
membrane and the increasing strength of the ligamentum spirale
from apex to base of the cochlea. (2) It presupposes a faculty
in the auditory nerve of being able to transmit stimuli varying in
frequency from 16 to 20,000 or 30,000 per second, and of almost
infinite variety of character. Xow, it may be possible that a nerve-
fibre is able to do this, but there is no proof that it is able to do so.
Rutherford was well aware of the importance of this matter, and
sought to obtain evidence on the point. The evidence he obtained
in two ways." The first of these was by the following experiment.
By means of a suitable apparatus stimuli were sent along a nerve
to a muscle with frequencies varying from 30 to 400 per second.
On listening over the muscle a note was heard of a pitch approxi-
mately corresponding to the number of vibrations sent along the
nerve. Now, there are two possible sources of fallacy here:
(1) the vibrations sent along the nerve may have been merely
sound-vibrations and not nerve-currents at all; (2) the note heard
may have been a muscle-sound higher in pitch than the normal
because of the abnormal nature of the stimulus. The second
illustration which Rutherford used to support his contention that
the auditory nerve can transmit such rapid stimuli needs only to be
mentioned as it is obviously worthless. This was the case of the
bee's wing. The bee when flying produces a note which is equi-
valent to about 300 or 400 vibrations per second. Therefore, said
Rutherford, the wing must make 300 or 400 movements in the
second; this necessitates 400 muscular movements in the second,
which in its turn means 400 nerve-impulses per second. Such
reasoning is, to say the least, crude. I might equally well say that
if I make a humming noise by swinging a cane through the air my
muscles are making about 100 to-and-fro movements per second.
The truth is, of course, that both the cane and the bee's wing
produce the note by their own inherent elasticity aided to a certain
extent by the rapidity with which they are moved by the muscular
effort of the man or the bee. This telephone theory as it has been
called, gained many adherents at first but of late it has fallen into
the background.

1 Virch. Arch, Bd. c, s. 27.
2 " Tone-Sensation," Brit. Med. Journ., 1898, vol. ii, p. 353.
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Xow we come to consider the theories which admit analysis of
si<und in the cochlea.

In the year 1810, long before the minute anatomy of the inner
ear was known, Charles and John Bell suggested that there might
be in the inner ear a series of minute cords which might respond to
tlie waves of sound in exactly the same manuer as that in which
the strings of a harp respond to tunes of the same pitch as them-
>elves.1 Johannes Midler seems to have conceived a similar idea.
But it is not until we come to the time of Helmholtz that this theory
was definitely and clearly enunciated.

Helmholtz may be said to be in reality the individual who
excited scientific attention in this matter in the year 1863, In its
final furni Helmholtz's theory is this : The various fibres of the
basilar membrane respond in sympathetic resonance to the various
nutes which the ear is capable of hearing. Further, since the
fibres of the basilar membrane are shorter at the base of the
cochlea than at the apex the former fibres will vibrate in sympathy
with notes of high pitch, while those at the apex will respond* to
nutes of deeper pitch. The fibres about the middle of the cochlea
will, of course, respond to notes of medium pitch. Thus Helmholtz
looks upon each fibre as being in sympathy with a special note.
But since there seem to be no gaps in our perception of tone from
tlie lowest audible note up to the highest, Helmholtz was compelled
t<> modify his theory and admitted that possibly one or two fibres
on each side of the special fibre for a given note might also vibrate,
but with less amplitude, in response to that note. Xow when a
given fibre was set in vibration the hair-cells resting upon it would
be driven upwards against the tectorial membrane and the pressure
tlms brought to bear upon the hair-cells would be transmitted to
the nerve-fibre at its base. Hence to each note there would be a
corresponding nerve-fibre which alone would be stimulated when
that note was sounded.

Now there is a considerable amount of evidence in favour of
Helmholtz's theory. Thus, the gradual elongation of the fibres of
tlie basilar membrane towards the apex must have some meaning,
auu the anatomical fact is certainly in keeping with the Helmholtz
theory. Again, the increase in the size and strength of the liga-
inentum spirale must also have a meaning. The increasing length
°i the fibres of the basilar membrane towards the apex would
suggest in itself the idea of sympathetic resonance to low tones at
the apex of the cochlea. The diminution in size and strength, with

1 Anatomy, J. and C. Bell, vol. hi, 1816.
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consequent diminution in tension of the fibres at the apex of the
membrane would also suggest that here the low notes are responded
to by sympathetic resonance. But when we find these two factors

* I combined the evidence appears tome to be overwhelming. I do
not say that I agree with Helmholtz's theory in its entirety : in
fact, I do not. But the general statement that low notes are
responded to by the structures at the apex of the cochlea, while
the high notes are responded to rather at the base, appears to me
to be almost incontestable. And it is a fact of the greatest im-
portance to remember that the opponents of Helmholtz's theory
have never been able to explain this coincidence of anatomical fact
except by such vague statements as that these changes represent a
damping effect upon the movements of the structure. Such an
objection is vague in its expression and incorrect in fact. The
lengthening of a fibre could never have a damping result, neither
could the increase or diminution of tension. The tectorial membrane
has been suggested as a structure which might have a damping
effect, but unfortunately for such suggestions this structure is
placed at the very worst position it could be for such a purpose.
If the tectorial membrane served this function, we would expect to
find it running out beyond the hair-cells. It appears to me that
the function of the tectorial membrane is to act as a pad against
which the hairs may strike in their upward movement, and thus
bring* pressure to bear upon the cells whose bases are surrounded
by the nerve-terminations. I think we may take it therefore, that
these statements as to a damping effect—produced by changes in
the length of the fibres of the basilar membrane, the strength of
the spiral ligament, or the nature of the tectorial membrane—are
without a satisfactory foundation of fact.

Another objection and certainly a more reasonable one, is the
difficulty in admitting the possibility of the fibres of the basilar
membrane to execute movements so independent of each other.
Thus, suppose we have the fibre A (Fig. 1) responding to a certain
note and immediately beside it the fibre B responding also to
another note. Now, since the fibres are all closely united to one
another by connective tissue, it is very difficult to see how the
fibre A can vibrate in response to its note without at the same
time dragging the fibre B into movement, and hence givmR
rise to the sensation of two tones while in reality only one i-->
sounded. Helmholtz1 admitted the difficulty of assuming that
one fibre could vibrate alone and allowed that possibly two or

1 Tonempfindung.
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three adjacent fibres on each side of that particular fibre which |(j,
WHS set in sympathetic resonance might vibrate along with it. f
Unfortunately this explanation onlv makes matters worse. For on »;,
a little consideration you will see that a single pure tone sounded
on the tuning-fork would produce the sensation of several tones in
our ear, some of which would be lower in pitch and some higher
in pitch than the real note sounded by the tuning-fork. I will
illustrate this to you by the following experiment. I have here * '
two tuning-forks of exactly the same pitch. But I weight one of
them so as to make it vibrate a little more slowly than the other.
I will now sound each tuning-fork separately, and those of you
wh«) have moderately good musical ears will notice that there is a
difference between the two. In other words according to Helm-
holtz's theory, there are in the ear two fibres, moderately close
together, which respond in sympathy to these two notes respec-
tively. Now I sound the two tuning-forks together; the result is
that you hear a musical sound interrupted by short periods of
silence. In short the tone is said to be beating. But you will
observe that the ear only hears one tone. None of you even with
the most acute musical ear, can analyse that tone into the two
tones of which we know it is composed. Now observe that this
difficulty of analysis is not because the two notes are too close
together in pitch, for as you saw they could be distinguished by you
when sounded separately. In other words some condition is exist-
ing in the basilar membrane when the two notes are sounded
together which does not exist when the two notes are sounded
separately. This objection to the Helmholtz theory which I *
pointed out at the British Association at Dover, in 1898, appears to
me to be a strong point of evidence against that theory as it stands.
But there is another objection which I pointed out in the same
paper, namely the fact that to our senses there is a very clear
difference between a musical sound and a noise. Of course we
know that a noise and a musical tone may as it were, pass into
one another gradually. But that is not what I mean; a sound
nmy be unquestionably a noise, and on the other hand it may be
nnquestionably musical. Now, if Helmholtz's theory were correct,
it is difficult to see how this could occur. For any noise is merely
composed of simple tones. According to Helmholtz, all these
tones should be analysed by the fibres of the basilar membrane,
which of course is not the case. Helmholtz himself apparently
saw this weak spot in his theory, and got over the difficulty by

1 Journ. Anat. and Physiol., vol. xxxiv, p. 324.
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assuming what was at that time perhaps justifiable, that noise as
such was perceived by the macula? acustica? of the saccule and
utricle.1 With increased physiological knowledge we now know
that such an assumption is not permissible.

A certain amount of light may be obtained from experimental
and clinical evidence. But all such must be carefully sifted, and
even then should be received with caution. Experimental evidence
is, as we often find the case to be in physiological matters, con-
tradictory. Thus Baginsky2 destroyed the upper whorls of the
cochlea in dogs and found that the hearing for low tones was last,
while on destruction of the basal portion high notes were no longer
heard. This supports Helmholtz's theory. Stepanoff/ however,
repeated the experiment and found that when the upper whorls
were destroyed there was no loss of the lower tones at all. Thus
we are not justified in assuming anything from the experiments on
the lower animals in this matter. Clinical evidence is perhaps a
little more satisfactory but even here the evidence is very meagre.
In general it may be said that to judge from cases tested carefully
during' life and subjected to careful inspection in the post-mortem
room, disease of the lower portion of the cochlea produces a loss of
hearing- for the high notes. There is no time to go into the details
of these cases ; but as the matter is an important one in this con-
nection I may say that I will give references when this paper is
published.4 Clinical evidence may therefore be said to support
the Helmholtz theory in its general aspects. That is to say, the
lower notes are probably responded to in the upper turns of the
cochlea, while the higher are perceived by the structures at the
base of the cochlea. I t must however, be noted that this does
not necessarily mean that the theory is correct as to the method in
which the perception takes place.

Hensen's 3 experiment upon the so-called auditory hairs of. the
** shrimp which showed that these hairs responded to certain notes,

is not of any particular value unless it could be at the same time
demonstrated that these animals have the faculty of hearing-
There is no reason for supposing that they have this faculty.

1 Helmholtz, op. cit.
2 Baginsky, Sitzungsber./. k. Acad. d. Wissensch., Wien, 1863, s. 685 ; Vii'ch. An'h.,

Bd. xciv, s. 65 ; Centralbl.f. Physiolog., 1888, s. 299.
3 Stepanoff, Monatschr.f. Ohrenh, 1888, s. 85.
4 Moos and Steinbriigge, Zeitschr. f. Ohrenh., Bd. x, s. 1. Habermann, Arch.

./". Ohrenh., Bd. xiii, s. 1; Ibid., Bd. xxxiii, s. 2. Bezold, Zeitschr. f. Psychol. '<•
Physiol. d. Sinnesorgan, 1896, Bd. xiii.

3 Hensen, Hermann's Handbuch, 1880, Bd. iii, Th. 2, s. 107.
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Ebbinghaus has offered a modification of the Helmholtz theory
of hearing. He suggests that each fibre of the basilar membrane
may vibrate, not only to a particular note, but also to the upper
partials of that note. It is difficult to see what is gained by this
suggestion and it may be added that it introduces more difficulties
than it eliminates.

The true difficulties in the way of accepting the theory of
Helmholtz lie I believe, only in matters of ̂ detail, and in a conversa-
tion which I had with Professor Kroneker of Berne, he stated that
probably Helmholtz only meant his theory to be a general outline
of the way in which sound vibrations were analysed by the cochlea.
Tims the difference between a musical sound and a noise is left
unexplained by that hypothesis. Again, the fact that we are able
to distinguish between two notes very close in pitch when they are
sounded separately while we are not able to distinguish them when
sounded together is another difficulty. Is there any way in which

E,
FIG. 1.

B,A,C, G,

we can get over these difficulties without introducing others ? I
believe there is, and it was with this intention that I formulated
the modification of that theory in a paper which I read at a meeting
of the British Association at Dover in 1898. I will give a short
synopsis of it now.

Suppose the basilar membrane to be uncoiled and looked at
from above, as in Fig. 1, then, since it is tense in its transverse direc-
tion and not in its longitudinal direction, we may look upon it as a
series of minute strips of membrane or, as Helmholtz considers, of
fibres running from the tip of the osseous lamina to the ligamentum
spirale. Now let us consider that, instead of limiting1 the movement
to a particular fibre when the corresponding note was sounded, the
whole or a large part of the basilar membrane was set in vibration.
I'lie state of matters that would then exist would be this : the fibre
that was in exact sympathy with the note sounded would vibrate
to a maximum extent, those nearest to it would vibrate to a rather
le*s extent, and as we passed away from the first-mentioned fibre
tlie amplitudes of movement would gradually diminish until they
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became so small as to be negligible. Such a state of matters is
represented in Fig. 2, where the basilar membrane is cut longi-
tudinally. EF represents the membrane at rest; A represents a
section of the fibre which is in completely sympathetic resonance
with the note sounded, and which makes therefore the greatest
excursions AO; BK represents the excursions made by the fibre
B; DH those made by the fibre D, and so on until at the points K
and F the movements are so small as to be negligible. Now it might
be said that since so many fibres are vibrating and a correspond-
ing number of nerve-fibres are being stimulated we must hear a
corresponding number of notes. But is this last deduction justified ?
I think not and will illustrate the point by reference to another
sense, and that most closely allied to the sense of hearing, viz. the
sense of touch. Take a pencil or some other moderately sharp-

pointed object and press the point gently against the skin of the
finger. You are conscious of a sense of pressure at a point. Press
a little harder and you are still conscious of pressure at a point
only. Press still harder, and still you are conscious only of pres-
sure at a point. Now still keep the pressure applied and look at
your finger. You will see that if you have pressed hard enough,
a considerable area of the skin round about the pencil-point is
rendered quite anaemic by the pressure. In this case we have
therefore a large number of nerve-fibres stimulated forcibly, but
we are not conscious of stimulation of any except those at the
particular point at which the pencil is pressing. In other words
to put it as I put it in my original paper, we are only conscious ot
stimulation of that nerve-fibre or those nerve-fibres which are at
the point of maximum stimulation. This is the fundamental
principle which lies at the basis of the theory which I am going
to lay before you. Nay more, I believe it lies at the basis of all
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tactile sensations and possibly of sensation of any kind, but of
these of course, I can say nothing to-night. I have termed it "the
principle of maximum stimulation."

Before proceeding to apply this principle of maximum stimula-
tion to the theory of hearing I must first explain that the term
" maximum " is to be used in its strict mathematical sense. Thus in
Fig. 3 there is in the colloquial method of expression only one

Fia. 3.

B

maximum point, but in the mathematical sense there are two.
Avoiding at present mathematical terms it may be said, that when-
ever one point on a curve is higher than the points of each side of
it that point may be said to be at a maximum, or rather the curve
at that point reaches a maximum. Hence there are two maxima
on the curve in Fig. 3, although obviously the point B is higher
than the point A.

Now let us apply this principle to the theory of hearing in the
wanner I suggested taking the simplest case first, that of a
simple tone. Fig. 2 represents such a case. The point which is

r the maximum degree of movement is at the fibre A; there-

Fio. 4s

111

f°re, though all the nerve-fibres between E and F are stimulated,
we are only conscious of stimulation of the nerve-fibre which is

communication with the hair-cell represented at the point A,
by previous experience we are able to say that the tone is

such and such a pitch. Similarly, if instead of sounding one
I sound two at a considerable distance from one another in

the musical scale, there are twTo points of maximum movement
ai)d we are aware of two notes of different pitch. This is simple
enough (Fig. 4).

.<«'•
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The interest begins when we sound two notes which are nearly
but not exactly in unison, for it is here that as we saw, the Helmholtz
theory breaks down. This case is illustrated in Figs. ~>, 6, 7. Fig. -J
represents the movements of the basilar membrane in response l<<
two such notes when the phases are in agreement and the intensities
equal—thatis, when the basilar membrane is being moved in thesaine
direction at the same time. Xow vou will see that all the fibres

FIG. 5.

256 v.

between the points H and J will be acted on by two forces; there-
fore, since the phases are in agreement, these fibres will be moved to a
greater extent than they would by either of the notes acting
separately. Again, a very small modicum of mathematical know-
ledge will enable you to see that every point on the line Ĥ S will
vibrate with an amplitude equal to 2DS.1 That is to say, there
will be no point of maximum amplitude of vibration, but the whole

FIG. 0.

R K S N J X

line or section of the basilar membrane RX will be in a condition
of maximum amplitude of vibration relative to the rest of the
basilar membrane. And now, applying the principle of maximum
stimulation which I suggested, we see why we do not hear two
notes, although there are undoubtedly two notes present, as you
know when the two forks are sounded. Of course, when the phases
are in opposition there is silence.

1 This is not absolutely true since the co-efficient of elasticity will vary with tw
tension. This, however, does not affect the conclusions in the text.
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Fig. 5 represents the state of matters when the amplitudes are

I'tiual. Expressed mathematicallv, we sav that: -M-. 0.
ax

When the amplitudes of movement are not exactly equal then
the condition is that represented by Fig. 0, the notes remaining the
same in pitch as in the last figure. This is shown mathematically
a< follows:

Draw DS || to AR and £DF | to ITJ.
Let DS = a = amplitude of movement of the point S produced

hy each note alone. Then 2a = amplitude of movement produced
hy the two notes acting together.

Let 9 = angle formed by the line of rest and the basilar
membrane at its greatest displacement in response to one note.

Let 9 r = angle formed by the line of rest and the basilar mem-
hrane at its greatest displacement in response to the other note.

Let RS = b, and take any point K between R and S, and let
KK = ,,-.

Draw KP [| to DS.
Then KO + KP = 2DS + F P - OF.

OF=FD. tan Qv

F P = F D . tan 9.
FD = KS = h-,/•, and D^ = a.
K0 + KP = 2a + {!> — <»•) (ran O- t an 0,).

Let ?/ = K0 + KP.
Then differentiating:

-,-' = tan 9, - t an 9.
(Li'

This differential remains true at any given time and throughout
all the varying phases of the vibrations, so long as the relative
amplitudes of the two vibrations remain the same.

Here, as you see, the differential coefficient varies with the relative
magnitudes of the angles 9 and Qv This exhausts the cases in
which, although there are two notes distinguishable when sounded "|i
^'parately, they are not distinguishable when sounded together.
I-here are no two points at which a maximum stimulation occurs
throughout the whole phase.

important light can be thrown on the subject, again, by the 9*
sense of touch. Have we any condition of matters in that sense :«|
which is analogous to that which I have sketched in the case of s
hearing? "We have a very clear parallel. The well-known experi- vl
went of opening the points of a pair of compasses and measuring
the distance at which they can be recognised as two distinct points ;:*
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v

by the sense of touch, gives us an absolute analogy between the
two senses. You all know that at a distance of less than 1 or 2
mm. two points of contact are felt as one. The distance varies of
course, with the region of the skin examined, being most delicate
at the tip of the tongue and the tip of the finger. The principle of
maximum stimulation explains the facts in both cases perfectly.
Nay, so close is the analogy that, supposing the theory which I am
putting before you to be correct, we are in a position to explain the
fact that analysis of sound is much easier in the middle portions of
the scale than amongst the very high or the very low notes.

Now let us proceed to the case in which the pitch of the two
notes is distinguishable even when sounded together. This ca-e
is represented in Fig. 7. Here we find that the line DS is no
longer equal to half the lines AR or BN, and consequently, the

Fid.

portion of the membrane HJ never, even at its greatest excur-
sions, undergoes movements of so great amplitude as the points R
and N. We have, therefore, two points of maximum stimulation
and are aware of two notes. The further apart the notes become
in pitch the more completely are the points of maximum stimula-
tion separated and the difference of pitch estimated.

In this case the analogy with the sense of touch is obvious
and need not detain us at all. It corresponds to the case in which
the points of the compass are sufficiently far apart to be recognised
as two points.

Now let us go a step further and imagine that several notes are
sounded together, in such a way that a considerable portion of the
basilar membrane is made to undergo movement, without there
being any particular point in that section which is subject to
maximum stimulation. Such a state of affairs may be produced
by sounding together several notes which are fairly near one
another in pitch. For instance, Fig. 8 shows the effect of four
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notes sounded together and agreeing in phase. Were the notes
for which the fibres A and B are in sympathy sounded alone, we
should hear two notes, because there would be two points of
maximum stimulation. But by introducing the two intervening
notes we get a portion of the basilar membrane between A and B
all the points of which undergo an equal degree of movement, as
shown in Fig. 9. There are therefore, no points of maximum
stimulation of the nerve, and consequently, no analysis of the
sound. On the other hand, the portion of the membrane which is
in movement is much greater than in Figs. 5, 0, and 7. Now, what

FIG. 8.

i> the physiological result of such a condition of stimulation of the
auditory nerve ? It results I believe, in what we term a noise as
distinguished from a musical sound. With the limited number of
tuning-forks which I have at hand it is impossible to show this in
perfection, but I can make it sufficiently clear to you that noise as
distinguished from musical sounds does occur under the circum-

FIG. 9.

_ s ' A

s

^ + *

dances described. I have here four tuning-forks, the first with
f- vibration frequency of 256 per second, the next with a frequency
a. little fewer (about 250), the next with a frequency of about 244,
and the last with a frequency of about 238. Each of these,
when sounded separately, gives a pure musical tone. Any
two of them sounded together give a tone more or less musical
according to the number of interrupting silences per second, but
SW1 one hears a clear musical element through the sound. But
when I come to sound the four forks together you will observe that
there is practically no musical element left; the sound has become
a noise. Thus we see that, by the application of the principle of
maximum stimulation the theory of Helmholtz, modified in the way
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I have described, may be made to explain those difficulties which
in its original form, as enunciated by Helmholtz himself, render it
untenable. I would like further to point out to you that, although
noise cannot be analysed by the ear into its constituents, yet noises
relative to one another have a very clear distinction of pitch. J
pointed this out in my original paper, and it appears to me that
this apparent anomaly can be explained by no other theory than
that which I have sketched just now.

Here, again, the analogy with the sense of touch is clear. It
corresponds to that case in which we are conscious of contact along
a line. I may remark that there is no condition in the sense of
hearing analogous to the sense of contact over a surface of skin.
And for this reason: the nerve of hearing is distributed along a
line, and not over a surface, and cannot give us an idea of surface.
In this respect it differs from both the senses of touch and vision.

Before leaving the Helmholtz theory and the modifications <>f
it, I should like to mention one other fact which has been used as
an objection to these theories. It is in connection with the subject
of what are known as differential tones. .Supposing I take two
tuning-forks having vibration frequencies of, say 300 and 4uO
per second respectively. Xow, when I sound these two forks
together you hear the two notes corresponding to each fork, ami
you can distinguish them clearly. But those of you who nvc
sufficiently near will be able to hear another note, much deeper in
pitch. This is known as the differential tone, because its pitch is
of a vibration frequency equal to the difference in the vibration
frequencies of the two original notes. Thus you hear a note of
300 vibrations per second, another of 400 per second and another
of 100 per second. The differential tone is always much feebler
in intensity than the two original tones. As time is short I cannot
go any further into this very interesting subject of the differential
tones, but will only refer to their relationship to the theory of
hearing. Both the originating tones can set sympathetic resonators
into vibration ; that is, if we take an ordinary resonator tuned to
400 or 300 vibrations per second, we shall have the respective tone
resonated strongly by the instrument. Xow you would expect that
a resonator tuned to 100 vibrations per second would also be set in
vibration by the differential tone of 100 vibrations per second.
Here is, or rather was, the curious anomaly. For many years it
was found impossible to set a resonator in vibration by means of
differential tones. If therefore the Helmholtz theory were correct,
how was it that the differential tone could be heard at all, since
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that theory depends for its existence upon sympathetic resonance ?
This was for many years a stumbling-block to the acceptance of ' f
that theory.1 In recent times, however, it has been shown by Jfj
Forsyth and Sowter ~ that if the sympathetic resonator is sufficiently
accurately constructed it can be set in vibration by means of
differential tones. This objection therefore falls to the ground and
we need not further consider it, though at one time it played an
important part in the discussions of the theories of hearing. Before
leaving the subject however, I ought to say that even if it were
found impossible to set resonators in vibration by means of differen-
tial tones, the Helmholtz theory would not necessarily on that
account be proved incorrect. It might mean nothing more than
that the ear is more delicate in response to sound than the resonator.
Indeed, this is really the explanation of the fact that we heard
differential tones which did not set resonators in vibration until
the experimenters referred to were able to construct instruments
sufficiently delicate for the object in view.

Leaving the theories which depend on the principle of sym-
pathetic resonance for their physical basis, we pass on to consider
two theories in which analysis of sound takes place in the cochlea
by means of a different physical principle.

The first and most important of these theories is that proposed
by Ewald, of Strasburg, in the year 1899.3 He prepared a minute
model of the basilar membrane, and by means of a microscope
studied the movements of the membrane in response to sounds of
various pitch. By this means he obtained certain sound-pictures,
as he termed them. These pictures were different for each note,
and for each compound note, and we are therefore able to dis-
tinguish the various notes and sounds which reach the nerve-
terminations. In support of his theory Ewald cites the following
ingenious experiment, which he designed and carried out. He
made an imitation of the basilar membrane by means of a solution
of gutta-percha, and then sounded a tuning-fork in close proximity
to it. By means of a beam of light reflected from the membrane
he was able to study its movements through a microscope. In
this way he was able to obtain sound-pictures which revealed
the fact that a series of stationary waves occurred along the
membrane. These sound-pictures were different for each note, and

1 Hermann, Pfiiiger's Arch., Bd. xlix, s. 499. Waller, " Human Physiology,"
^91, p. 401.

2 Forsyth and Sowter, Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond., lxxxiii, p. 396, 1898.
3 Pfiiiger's Arch., Bd. lxxvi, s. 147.
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the experimenter was even able to show that the picture was differ-
ent for various compound notes. In a further experiment1 Ewakl
was able to obtain these sound-pictures even when the model mem-
brane was immersed in water. Ewald's theory is therefore that
each note and each sound lias a special picture pattern in the form
of a series of stationary waves, and according to the picture pro-
duced we recognise the note.

This theory possesses the great interest which always attaches
to Ewald's work. He is one of the very finest experimenters living,
and his work on the semi-circular canals is destined to become a
classic in physiology. The fact, moreover, that he is the first who
has been able to show actual movements in such a small struc-
ture as the basilar membrane in response to sound waves entitles
him to very serious consideration in this matter. Still, it must be
admitted that the experiments referred to are not entirely
satisfactory. The imitation which he constructed differed fmin
the real basilar membrane in two very important particulars.
In the first place, it was uniform in breadth throughout, and thus
there was no opportunity for the membrane to analyse the com-
pound notes in the way suggested by Helmholtz. In the second
place, the tension did not undergo that gradual change from apex
to base which I pointed out myself. The very two factors, there-
fore, which give most support to the theory of analysis by sym-
pathetic resonance were omitted. Ewald himself appears to have
felt this omission, and admits that perhaps it may be true that
high notes are perceived rather by the fibres in the lower turn of
the cochlea and notes of low pitch by the fibres in the apex of the
organ.

Viewed as a whole then, it will be seen that Helmholtz's theory,
Ewald's theory, and my own modification all trend in the same
direction.

The last theory that I will discuss to-night is that suggested by
Max Mayer.2

Let us suppose a wave passing up the scala vestibuli. As it
passes upwards it will meet with resistance, and will therefore
gradually diminish in amplitude and finally die away. But in its
passage upwards it will have stimulated a certain number of nerve-
terminations. If the tone is of but feeble intensity, it will stimulate
a few nerve-terminations near the fenestra ovalis a certain number
of times per second, according to the pitch. Our estimation of pitch

1 Pjlilger's Arch., Bd. xciii, s. 485.
3 Max Meyer, Zeitschr.f. Fsycholog. u. Physiolog. d. Sinnesorgan., Bd. xvi and xvn.
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will depend on the number cf stimulations per second and of
intensity upon the number of nerve-fibres stimulated.

Suppose now that instead of a simple tone we employ a com-
pound one, such as is represented in Fig1. 10. As the wave passes
up, the parts of the waves shaded horizontally will die away first;
those shaded vertically will die away next, and those shaded cross-
ways will die away last. Therefore the nerves at the lowest part
of the basilar membrane will be stimulated a multiple of six times
per second, those a little further up will be stimulated some mul-
tiple of four times per second, and those still further up some
multiple of two times per second. Thus we hear three tones having
vibration-frequencies in the ratio of 3 : 2 : 1 . These correspond
respectively to the note produced by the higher pitched fork, to
that produced by the lower pitched fork, and to the beat-tone or
differential tone. In the same way more complex forms of vibra-

FIG. 10.

tion can be analysed, according to Mayer, into their relative
frequency of vibration. This theory has no very great support in
fact. We do not know, and Mayer shows us no experiment to
make us believe, that such a method of analysis can take place in
the basilar membrane. Furthermore, the anatomical features of
the cochlea do not suggest such a method of analysis in the way
that they suggest analysis by means of sympathetic resonance.

Conclusions.—By way of conclusion I will just make a few
remarks with regard to each theory which we have discussed.
Hie first suggestion as to the method in which the cochlea per-
formed its function was that of the Bells, in the year 1816. Here is
the first faint suggestion of analysis by means of sympathetic
resonance. The next is that of the great anatomist Johannes
Aluller, who made a similar suggestion. For many years no
further important work was done until we come to Helmholtz.
His theory marks the chief epoch in the history of the subject,
in its original form, as you have seen, it is impossible to accept this
theory, but at the same time the general conception has been of
the greatest importance. Yoltolini's theory of analysis in the brain
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or mind is simple and obvious. It merely states an opinion. This is
no opprobrium to the theory of Voltolini, which was supported by
Rutherford. It merely means that such a theory removes the
whole question of analysis of sound from the domain of scientific
investigation. Rutherford's theory is merely a repetition of
Voltolini's.

My own modification of the Helmholtz theory shows the closest
parallel or analogy between the sense of hearing and the sense of
touch—the two senses which on other grounds we know to be
physically most closely allied. It also shows why training can
have such great effect upon our faculty of distinguishing pitch.

Ewald's theory is of particular interest in that the experiments
which he uses to support it, though by no means conclusive, are in
themselves of very great value.
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PEIMAEY LUPUS OP LARYNX (QUITE HEALED) AND PHARYNX (NEARLY

HEALED) IN A WOMAN AGED TWENTY-TWO, WITH DRAWINGS OF

ORIGINAL CONDITION.

Shown by Dr. STCLAIE THOMSON.

A CASE or INCRUSTATIONS IN THE TRACHEA, WITH, AT TIMES, WELL-

MARKED STENOSIS.

Shown by Dr. EDWARD LAW. The patient, a young woman, had
been shown at a previous meeting.

Professor CHIAEI (Vienna) said Dr. Law showed him the patient that
morning, and he had just seen her again. He examined the nose and
naso-pharynx, but could not find much in the nose except chronic catarrh;
there was no stenosis of the posterior nares. He thought it was rhino-
scleroma, but did not know what the condition was in the trachea. I n


